
 

 
 

Blockchain and its application on the Cruise Industry for Passengers, Operators 
& Suppliers – lesson learned towards enhanced application during the restart   
 
Abstract: 
Blockchain seems to push its way not only in the future of payments at supply chain command 
but in each sector and segment of the leisure & tourism industry. The doubts initially start by 
the fact that the blockchain and cryptocurrency is part of the new era and once cannot be ruled 
out since the average person and the average organization do not understand it or better say 
don't understand how it works since the whole monetization process is with non-tangible bank 
notes, the mining is digital and almost any can individual, entity organization can mine a 
cryptocurrency. 
 
Last year and especially as an immediate outcome of the Covid 19 pandemic, the world 
intensified the upgrade towards a much-digitalized world with less and less transactions based 
on actual (cashless) and more on virtual. Companies such as Amazon, Tesla and the likes of 
partnership between supply chain management and end user products were extremely 
flourishing because the goals were set towards agility in delivery, safe and sound arrival of 
products while remuneration and payment towards the producers and owners of raw materials 
and the other related assets. 
 
The Cruise industry is unique due to the fact that it operates as a floating hotel under a foreign 
flagship to the country its visiting. During the port stay which is also known as port of call, it 
needs a port agent to facilitate not only legal representation but also submitting payments that 
either related to the port also known as port dues or payment for other services supplied or 
offered during the port stay. The payment sophistications for a cruise line make requires 
transparency at the highest possible level to ensure operating at best condition with costs that 
are visible. Cruise line from initial understanding can only benefit from transparent payments 
methods which what block chain ultimately promote and the main stand on too.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction: 
 
 

a. The A Cruise line: 
 
The A Cruise line is an international cruise line recently established prior the pandemic era in 
the year of 2019 operating mainly in the Indian Ocean with itineraries including port visits of 
major ports in India, Sri Lanka, Maldives, Oman, UAE & Bahrain. The name of the cruise line 
has been concealed at the wish of the cruise line and for the fact that this sector of tourism is 
a niche with limited number of operators too. the industry is limited to few operators and hence 
the respect of the research application not being shared. In my engagement with the cruise 
industry ever since 2006 I have mastered the understanding of the different part that operates 
within the cruise tourism sector. It is unique system of incorporating several business partners 
of the value chain to assure the guests comfort and convivence and comfort at a destination 
that may be strange a different not only to the own culture but also food and beverage too. 
 
To explain the industry as a sea voyage industry alludes to all businesses that are included 
with encouraging delight voyages through the utilize of ships being floating hotels. This would 
incorporate voyage administrators and journey lines, as well as businesses that are included 
with the fabricate of ships. In expansion, it incorporates certain excitement companies 
practicing in journey entertainment. In numerous ways, the journey industry moreover offers 
likenesses with the inn industry, as settlement is given on board. This implies that the 
individuals enlisted to work inside the journey industry are assorted, counting journey transport 
team individuals, benefit staff, performers, and indeed pro voyage dispatch inn supervisors. 
‘Cruise line’ is the title given to a company that works journey ships and offers travels to paying 
clients. Inside the cost of a voyage, clients can ordinarily anticipate a cabin on the journey 
dispatch, a few frames of excitement, get to nourishment (in some cases on an all-
comprehensive premise) and for the transport to travel on a set route. With this in intellect, 
worldwide voyage lines work in a interesting space, where they are portion of the travel 
industry, portion of the excitement industry and portion of the relaxation industry, whereas 
moreover actualizing components of inn administration. (Revfine, 2021) 



 

 
 

 
(Deutsche Welle, 2021) Figure 1 

b. Aim of the research: 
The aim of the research is to support the A cruise line to adapt to a much transparent 
seamless payment method of via blockchain.  
 

c. Objective of the research: 
In this study research few elements were required to be targeted to understand to facilitate 
potential implementation and adapting the study as a project: 
   

1. To confirm adequate understanding of the prevailing payments to third party 
suppliers 

2. Understand level of Industry and A Cruise management to adapt to new 
payment systems 

3. Prepare for the next era of handling finance & administration through AI 
preventing failure to payment management due to retired old-fashioned 
systems   

 
 

d. Proposal:  
The research is initiated to understand the readiness of the cruise industry to move into the 
future payment methods that we see more coming no matter how, with the fact the cruise lines 
passionate to promote transparency. Port dues and cost of relevant services to operate the 
cruise ships is simply at a critical point to assure sustainability of the operation overall. The 
supply chain in this regard is countless and cruise line tend to constantly create several 
systems to control cost, audit payments while operating simultaneously non-stop. The 
conditions enforced by covid that led to stop the industry and bring it to a complete hold was 
not only due to the fear of spreading the virus, it was also due to the industry reputation of not 
holding to payment terms in some cases or at least if there was no delay in payments, there 
was lesser appreciation to the income it brings to the ports. However, the value of the cruise 
industry is enormous, and the wealth generation affected is countless and have been sensed 
by the societies hence its absence was notable. 
 



 

 
 

Prior the pandemic one company have initiated a cruise line which have in fact brought the 
attention of many cruise line executive. The pandemic had it impact as the company had to 
sell its cruise to scrapper announcing bankruptcy namely “Satuchi”. Personally, I was attracted 
to understand this more as I know the effort and energy lost in tracing payments on behalf of 
third part suppliers, hence the transparency that the blockchain promote is what in fact 
attracted me most.  
 
The research project will focus on payment solution which in the long run avoid companies 
and organization such as the one we I am researching to avoid leading to a complete exposure 
of bankruptcy. The project will be checking how prepared the organization to adapted to 
blockchain payments as it’s an upcoming era no matter how we avoid.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

e. What is blockchain: 

 
(Euromoney, 2020) Figure 2 
 
Blockchain could be a system of recording data in a way that produces it troublesome or 
inconceivable to alter, hack, or cheat the system. A blockchain is essentially a computerized 
record of exchanges that's duplicated and disseminated over the whole arrange of computer 
frameworks on the blockchain. Each piece within the chain contains several exchanges, and 
each time a modern exchange happens on the blockchain, a record of that exchange is 



 

 
 

included to each participant’s record. The decentralized database overseen by different 
members is known as Disseminated Record Innovation (DLT). Blockchain may be a sort of 
DLT in which exchanges are recorded with a permanent cryptographic signature called a hash. 
This implies if one square in one chain was changed, it would be quickly clear it had been 
altered with. On the off chance that programmers needed to degenerate a blockchain 
framework, they would have to be alter each piece within the chain, over all the dispersed 
adaptations of the chain. Blockchains such as Bitcoin and Ethereum are continually and 
persistently developing as pieces are being included to the chain, which altogether includes 
to the security of the record. (Euromoney, 2020) 
 

f. Question selection and ground: 
To support a possible adaption to the study and consideration of the Blockchain payments, 
specific questions were needed to be addressed internally and externally too. the Cruise line 
industry is such a niche that a domino effect is applicable if one cruise line considers an option 
the networking of such option is channeled in a light speed. This is due to the fact that few 
players are available in the market too. 
 
 

g. Value of the research further eluded:  
A theory driven based on the amount of pressure by the various member of the 
value chain of creating this transparent payment Envoirment which been in 
question and target over the past decade or more. The A Cruise line was 
considering ways of adapting to the next era as the subject of payments 
through an agent is becoming a very risky element. With port agent having a 
hold and direction where payment ends, the straightforward payment of the 
blockchain systems will elements such risk. This way a saving on time and 
effort but not only this will be the target, but it is also the preventing of payment 
decline due to internal and external priorities leading to some extent to 
bankruptcy.  
From an implementation practical point is assuring the switching to available 
attainable solutions that will lead to smooth and instant shifting. The research 
will indefinity the elements that contribute to such swift and instant shifting. 
Creating the right Envoirment is indeed crucial and estimating the amount of 
resistance and ignorance can lead the study to success by understanding those 
critical and potential holding points.  

 
 
Chapter 2: Review of Literature: 
 
In this regard the aiming further dig into the research itemized to literally so the study is 
proposed on advanced level. the reasoning is that adaptation of new payment will require 
highest security level in terms of transaction, preventing any factor of risk.  
 
The main and leading Keywords are: 
 Blockchain, Payments, Supply Chain, data Analysis, BI, AI   
 

a. Blockchain meaningful in payments world 
Blockchain is an inventive innovation with various applications over different businesses like 
retail, promoting, vitality, supply chain, healthcare, etc. With blockchain, individuals have found 
a way to conduct numerous forms safely and straightforwardly. Indeed, in spite of the fact that 
blockchain applications can be found around different businesses nowadays, the installments 
and back industry is behind the buildup that pulled in individuals to blockchain technology. Be 



 

 
 

that as it may, the innovation didn’t pick up much consideration until it was utilized to form and 
trade a cryptocurrency called Bitcoin. Since at that point, various businesses have embraced 
blockchain over the globe, and everybody has acknowledged its benefits. (Takyar, 2021) 

  (Takyar, 2021) Figure 3 
The idea continues as flowed from the introduction to get into the transparent system of 
payments, which get often hold by transactions that would not be supported due to clarity and 
lack of support of approvals and confirmation of service order. The reality is also that cruise 
line operating floating on the seas of the world and hardly operate in the water where it flies 
its flag either. This continues to make the liability on the cruise collecting from or paying to on 
high risk most of the time and causes constantly delay of payments. 
 

b. Payments in the cruise world 
Most cruise lines use a home bases different that its flag ship and may also uses several 
parties to manage the cruise itself. To explain how this flag of convivence came as beneath 
Forbiddance laws that started in America in 1920, traveler liners enlisted within the Joined 
together States seem not legitimately serve liquor, putting them at a considerable drawback 
to outside competitors who may still permit people to imbibe whereas onboard. To induce 
around this, a few U.S.-based traveler steamship lines started enrolling their ships in Panama, 
with the primary two U.S. vessels reflagging to Panamanian registry in 1922. Benefits started 
to include up. Administrators found labor to be cheaper, confinements less grave, and assess 
suggestions decreased. When Denial finished in 1933, a few U.S. administrators never went 
back, and the hone caught on and got to be commonplace. (Aaron Saunders, 2021) 
 

c. Cruise supply chain 
In this particular tourism transport sector dispatch, supply chain has a few one-of-a-kind 
characteristics such as complexity, time legitimacy, irreversibility, and tall supply 
changeability. The time of a voyage harbor calling is restricted, and there are as it were a 
number of hours for journey dispatch renewal on a tight plan. The journey transport supply 
incorporates nearby acquirement and abroad acquirement, with the supplies being of different 
assortments and huge sum. Subsequently, the journey dispatch supply chain needs an 
effective, steady, and well-coordinated supply chain relationship. It can overcome challenges 
like energetic advertise setup, data integration, and speedy reaction. The outsourcing of 
voyage transport coordination benefit is conducive for the journey companies to keeping up a 
steady source of products and costs. ( Liling Huang, Yong Tan & Xu Guan, 2021) 
 



 

 
 

 (W.Y.Wangb, 2020) 
Figure 4: Information flow and physical flow of cruise supply chain. 
 

d. Data analysis and the cycle of automation 
Its important to understand the data infrastructure available by the A cruise line to enable 
upgrade toward any solution including automation and process cycle towards payments and 
hence a gateway can be established.  
Information science looks for to extricate information and bits of knowledge from organized 
and unstructured information. This field envelops insights, information investigation, machine 
learning and other progressed strategies utilized to get it and analyze real forms utilizing 
information. (Sirkaya, 2019). There are abundances of explanations to assemble huge sums 
of data, particularly de facto. The capacity to recognize patterns, track information from its 
source to its endpoint, and making induced relationships between information focuses is 
profoundly looked for after – particularly the putting away of that information for future 
investigations and historic, basically within the business/financial world. (Steven McKie, 2015) 

 
e. Power BI and the use of excel towards data visualization  

  The reason of BI of Microsoft is to help in controlling the endless stream of commerce data 
interior and exterior of the organization by to begin with distinguishing and after that preparing 
the data into condensed and valuable administrative information and insights. BI makes a 
difference company to have the information and draw conclusions from significant information 
on commerce choosing components such as guidelines and varieties in generation, request, 
quality control, and the organization’s inner components. The extreme objective of BI in any 
company is to create ideal choices at all levels of the company as effectively and rapidly as 
possible (Prateek Majumder , 2021). As much it sounding to hyper to acquire the data at a 
cruise line this world is indeed endless, as one can appreciate the amount of transaction 
involved related to cruise. from port dues, passenger spending, sales and marketing of 
endless listing of products all connected to a value chain that is also extended and the payment 
can be complex, and verification is simply in urgent need of an automated solution. No matter 
how the BI technology can help sustain a reasonable growth and avail a much resilience 
structure financially and economically.  

 
f. AI key to innovation and industry sustaining prevailing eras: 



 

 
 

At the A Cruise line, the discussion over Data analysis and AI and how delays caused by the 
human factor, resource as well as cost of operating hold the decision maker to facilitate 
overdue payments. The impacts are horrendous when any of the supply chain doesn’t receive 
the payment in a timely manner. The result can lead to a total hold of operation if any of the 
vendors reach a dead end and call upon the jurisdiction the law and bring the cruise line to an 
order. This was the faith of an affiliated cruise line and the result was devastating as the ship 
was put on arrest, sued, and sold for scrab value. 
At its least complex frame, counterfeit insights may be a field, which combines computer 
science and strong datasets, to empower problem-solving. It too includes sub-fields of 
machine learning and profound learning, which are regularly said in conjunction with 
counterfeit insights. These disciplines are comprised of AI calculations which look for to make 
master frameworks which make forecasts or classifications based on input data. (Anon., 2020) 
 
 
. 
Chapter 3: Research Methodology: 
From the outset the approach in this study is to enable a good understanding in the simplest 
way and addressing it through questions that would have a wide reach in collecting adequative 
data that reflect quantitative and qualitive input. 
 

a. Overview: 
This will guide how the adaptive the A Cruise line will be and create an Envoirment of change 
and step to plan a strategy that incorporate a transparent payment system. The available 
responsive that came through the interviews and collected from the form in the note section 
indicate the wight and value forming a qualitive inputs. 
At the time of starting checking mankind response when inquire about you before long 
discover yourself running into the direction of whether you inquire about venture is subjective 
or quantitative in the normal being. There are inborn contrasts between subjective and 
quantitative assessing over all visionary plans, in spite of the fact that their targets and 
applications cover in numerous ways. (Bryn Farnsworth, 2019). Going through the various 
department of the A Cruise line, its always the feeling that the financial and maintaining 
payments in a good order which is pointed out through this stud constantly as “transparent” is 
what goes in the mind of many individual.  
 

 (Question pro, 2021) 
Figure 5: Quantitative research. 
 



 

 
 

This sort of investigate can be conducted with a particular target gathering of people sample 
conjointly can be conducted across multiple groups in conjunction with comparative 
examination. A prerequisite for this sort of inquire about is that the test of respondents must 
have arbitrarily chosen individuals. This way, a analyst can effectively keep up the exactness 
of the gotten comes about as a gigantic assortment of respondents will be tended to utilizing 
arbitrary determination. Customarily, overview inquire about was conducted face-to-face or 
through phone calls but with the advance made by online mediums such as mail or social 
media, study investigate has spread to online mediums as well.  (Question pro, 2021) 
 
 

b. Ways of collecting data and the frame of conducting 
 
The questions survey was crucial to conclude the research on a statement based on how 
many and the data is quantified reflecting the potential of each of the formatted question. While 
interviews that were to be honest a task to handle with ease, hence the survey were important 
to indirectly get responses to interview questions. The Blockchain payments is a multibillion-
dollar valued business, however it’s also knowledge based while the assumption that we would 
move to is as they way we have cashless payment is undermining the understanding of how 
Blockchain payments work. Hence the approach to collect input that support the search was 
with some leadership after sending the questionnaire. The CFO of the A Cruise line was more 
receptive towards the interview and so in parallel others who are member in the value chain 
such port agent, transportation, port authorities were also interview one to one.  
The questions to the CFO were made simply about the readiness to adapt to blockchain: 
 
1. Would you feel more assured if you adapt Blockchain payment system for all your 

partner of the value chain? 
2. How much saving you aim by transferring to such systems? 
3. What is your major concern of adapting the Blockchain payments? 

 
c. Survey Questions: 

The survey questions where in the following 3 part using google forms: 
Knowledge, Existing infrastructure of technology and strategic planning  
 

• Knowledge 
1. Do you understand how blockchain works? 
2. Is the leadership of your enterprise concerned over Potential application of Blockchain 

payments?      
• Existing infrastructure of technology 

3. Does your enterprise have an automation to integrate all type of payments? 
4. Do you have data analysis solution? 
5. Are you predicting your performance using BI solution? 

• Strategic planning 
6. AI utilization for predictive analysis will be crucial to estimate growth and future 

performance. would you agree on this statement? 
 

d. Ethical consideration during this study. 
There are numerous companies, just like the Committee on questionnaires and studies 
Morals, committed to advancing morals in logical inquire about. These organizations concur 
that morals aren’t an idea in back clash or side note to the inquire being thoughtful. It is an 
indispensably perspective of assessment that has to stay at the cutting edge of our work. 
(Randy Schekman, 2020). Each part of the process in obtaining the answers and sharing the 
data from the A cruise line but also with other para organization of the same field, was always 



 

 
 

obtained with personal consent due to the counted number of the player in the cruise industry, 
moreover the financial status of a company may always be subject to compliance as this will 
deter the prospect of the structure of the company. The interpretation of a generic approach 
and the well understanding of the potential future through adaptation of latest payment way 
must be kept confidential. In a very sensitive market and high competition while just coming 
from a pandemic that have left many systems involving prediction and planning in a dire state 
too. The world of finance in the cruise tourism may sound complex, however the level of 
compliance imposed on the cruise lines is also piling strictest measurements due to the way 
of ship operating once again very fluid status. Since the ship is flagged from a country, 
operating in another and home based either strategically or close to the source market itself.     
 
 
Chapter 4: Data Analysis: 
 

v The result of the Google form research through the 6 indicated question can be viewed 
in the below chapters and through a Pie chart format. A total of 33 participants who 
are either member of the A cruise lines, supplier of the same or stakeholder. The 
results are indicated in percentage reflecting each question reply selection. The replies 
were coordinated to assure simple short sense to the outcome, which is driven already 
the question itself.  It was important to open the radius of the questioned people 
including the employees and who benefits from any potential change in the future of 
payment with A cruise line overall. 

 
• Knowledge 
a. Question 1:  

 
Figure 6: Question 1 Pie Chart 
 
Its indeed a total refreshing to see how knowledgeable the team is. By the fact of having almost 
a third of the surveyors aware of the mechanism of blockchain speaks a quantity indeed. Even 
more interesting that near to half of the replies understand to some extent which indeed a 
rewarding result. As a matter of fact this encourage acquiring additional knowledge among the 
team by providing courses and initiating access to blockchain payment and its dynamic. While 
the amount of resistance if it can be looked at this way isn’t even a quarter from all survey 
participants which include both replies not at all and not interested. The reason why we opted 
not interested is that in the research we wanted to anticipate the amount of revolution that may 
take place if the project is confirmed.    
 



 

 
 

b. Question 2: 

 
Figure7: Question 2 Pie Chart 
 
In the second Pie Chart is quite balanced with almost once again that almost a third are 
receptive to change and welcoming to plan within the 5 years to a new payment system using 
Blockchain. This is remarkable as the leadership will have to be the sponsor of such project 
and implantation can be favored when the leadership onboard is aligned with a vision tight to 
a much futuristic payment method. While sensing concern of having over 36% not being 
aligned with the leadership and even more so of knowing that leaderships are not concerned, 
is an evident that Blockchain communication would need a power drive which we can confirm 
through the presence of the leadership in planning the next five years. Indeed with more 
knowhow and interest Blockchain will see it self-going through no matter how in the coming 
five years rest assured. 
 

• Existing infrastructure of technology 
c. Question 3 

  
Figure8: Question 3 Pie Chart 
 
The response to merely three replies were in fact to narrow further the expectation and 
appreciate current status quo that the company need yet to expand its technology and data 
collection tools. Understanding how cruise line function with payments occurring not only from 



 

 
 

different source but also channeled through various platforms, making it a challenge at the 
beginning understand how crucial automation is. In fact, as this is a venture at the beginning 
of its march, it surely will procced faster than thought with automation as market demand too. 
yet the 27% present assemble the same of those who are knowledgeable over the blockchain 
payment and hence assured over implantation in the coming 5 years. We constantly now 
observing a 1/3 is always anticipating the next era with blockchain payments. 
 

d. Question 4: 

 
Figure 9: Question 4 Pie Chart 
 
The need to have data analysis solutions will determine the case of Blockchain use too. with 
having once again looking at this promising result of existing solutions will only support the 
case. it wise to say that 5 years is a great cycle of time to have due implantation of a new 
system which mostly be embraced on a global scale too. once has to keep in mind that A 
Cruise line will ne also operating in waters of several ports and several countries and the 
blockchain payment is preferably seeing life in all the port destination that a cruise lines call. 
 

e. Question 5 

 
Figure10: Question 5 Pie Chart 
 
A straight powerful evidence that Microsoft BI solutions are existing powerfully in the cruise 
world. The sophistication becomes much easier acknowledged by the remaining almost half 



 

 
 

of the questioned people if they have the need to utilize in their business unit and excel or 
data processing which is in the rule in either back office or by the leader of the unit. The 
distribution of the form was fairly among a variety of staff and related personnel with different 
hierarchal role. One of the comments pertaining BI was also quoted here “To find a way to 
evaluate the effectiveness of BI environments to make sure that all relevant employees have 
access to this information so they can assist in the decision making process to the best of their 
abilities” 
 

• Strategic planning 
f. Question 6: 

 
Figure11: Question 6 Pie Chart 
Brilliant to see that over ¾ are anticipating the rule of Artificial Intelligence, which when 
explained that it is in favor of advancing the technologies in administrative tasks while the 
performance will be predicted based on historical data. AI in the cruise line industry is seeing 
advance application due to the amount of data collected from various source and due to the 
amount of handling and diversity of source with various members of the supply chain. The 
fraction that assembles less than 10% is only reflecting the part that is represent the selection 
of staff that are not close to the leadership or visualizing the AI solution from job risk point of 
view. In fact, the question has provided further insight with the below comment from:” AI is the 
future, so we need to update ourself how technology driven growth will help us to achieve our 
goals”, “I think the implications of AI and those of blockchain are fascinating. I haven’t thought 
about how they would intersect. I’m open to learning more.”,” Roles of Blockchain and AI are 
distinct. AI will help qualify the data and BC will help store and refer with integrity” 
 
 

v Response on the one-to-one interview with CFO, A Cruise line which is in consultation 
kept to only three and it’s the minimum understand the highly sensitivity of sharing  
Potential knowledge has agreed this is all for the purpose of a research that its result 
will be a vital insight to include on upcoming planning and leadership meetings. 
 
Here are the 3 questions which was gone over a phone call: 
 

1. Would you feel more assured if you adapt Blockchain payment system for all 
your partner of the value chain? 



 

 
 

 The basic thump of a rule with the blockchain system is transparency and 
straightforward payment overhauling loss of fees during transaction quantified and non-
quantified. Once must appreciate that prediction of cost of money transaction being it urgent 
payment, delayed payment, routed via third party or banks with high charges and currency 
fluctuation can only be thoughtful with the blockchain payment. Notwithstanding that much of 
payment get not translated due to verification and approval collection which where the 
technology eliminates to high extent loss of monies that are unaccounted for. also, the parties 
of the sophisticated command in the cruise supply chain can be more protective by achieving 
their payments in timely and straight forward matter.  
  

2. How much saving you aim by transferring to such systems? 
Our initial forecast that at least a margin of 3-5% saving not only on transfer cost but also in 
improved sourcing prices due to the straightforward direct payment. A full implantation of 
Blockchain payment will certainly revolutionize transparency in finance cost, financing will be 
less exposed to hidden fees, securities and pressure on cash reserve may also be loosening.  
    
 

3. What is your major concern of adapting the Blockchain payments? 
The major concern will be the slow motion in adaption to the blockchain payment in same time 
the risk is also the prompt response to such payment where many suppliers are not yet 
receptive to the idea of new payment system. Crucial will be is the global acceptance, 
regulations, and ethic of source to all transaction submitted via blockchain indeed. 
 
 
 
Chapter 5: Conclusions and recommendations 
 
The research overall is a very delicate subject and requires indeed depth detailed research 
extended over period, while the A Cruise line was a recent established however on potential 
foundation in the business of cruise, it was indeed interesting to navigate through the research 
identifying a potential development serving the financial world of cruise. no matter how each 
individual participant of the 33 in the survey were interested to know what the outcome of the 
research would be. The outcome of the research shall be reflected in the future planning where 
Blockchain payment system indeed must be part of the cycle payments of development. 
 
In the overall research once conclude that the level of reception to a change in the world of 
finance is welcomed. The advanced technologies in the world of payment were advanced and 
under focus due to the lockdown, which was in favor or cashless remote less life and payment. 
The amount of research taken place in all corporates and particularly in the world of cruise 
was tremendous as the cruise industry was one of the main industries that out in hold. The 
financial dues and payments condition impacted the trust of each member of the valuer chain 
due to this fact. The above research was also indicative towards by clear supporting to 
alternative prediction methods away of the only KPI measurements of past year performance 
and rather include seamless predictive measurements through BI and involving AI in 
advancing prediction technology and analysis studies either. 
 
Perhaps a further research is required to dig further in the jurisdiction world and how this will 
be all legal viable and not only financially. This would include setting a standard under which 
the regulative permit payment transaction via Blockchain and yet monitored and correctly 
executed, which in fact during the discussion of the interview and while asking several 
employees the fact of worries was the sustainability of such method without being misused. 
The statement of what I cannot understand, comprehend is not true for me. The same is true 
for the digital currency and its world which was not the purpose of the study, however, the 



 

 
 

advance of the research was as well featuring the founding of the digital currency driven cruise 
line satuchi cruise which didn’t survive its relocation and suffered heavily mainly to the world 
not ready to acknowledge innovative way of financing. In reality the related insurances and 
the coverage in case of liability was a major hold to this unique cruise line.    
 
When seeing that more than ¾ quoter of the 33 submission are AI true anticipator, it clearly 
pushes the management to invest more in the data collection technologies and to advance all 
ways towards automation of the working and processing. 
 
 The method to utilizing AI varied based on the sort of monetary firm. Among fintechs and 
venture firms, the foremost cited AI applications were algorithmic exchanging, extortion 
discovery, and portfolio enhancement. This reflects a essential center on ensuring and 
expanding client returns. In differentiate, banks and other budgetary educate famous extortion 
location, recommender frameworks, and deals and showcasing enhancement as their beat AI 
utilize cases. Buyer banks not as it were center on extortion discovery and anticipation, but 
moreover construct AI-enabled applications for customer acquisition and maintenance beside 
cross-selling and up-selling customized items and administrations. (Kevin Levitt, 2021) 
 
What a clear recommendation out of the Quantitively collected data is the gap in Knowledge 
obtained by every member of the organization. It is true that several levels of the hierarchy 
inquire differently, however the leadership should be in position to communicate how advance 
the organization is when it comes to future planning, analysis of data and the type of waiting 
and the type of future Data infrastructure in the same organization. The embracement of 
understating Business intelligence is not something selective but serve each single one of the 
organizations. 
without due notice to begin with comprehending (analytiks, 2019)Trade Insights and how it 
applies to your company’s key activities. The term Commerce Insights (BI) alludes to the 
advances, applications, techniques, and hones utilized to gather, analyze, coordinated, and 
present pertinent commerce data. The whole reason of Commerce Insights is to bolster and 
encourage better business choices. BI permits organizations get to to data that's basic to the 
victory of different zones counting deals, back, showcasing, and a large number of other zones 
and offices. Successfully leveraging BI will enable your commerce with expanded noteworthy 
information, give extraordinary bits of knowledge into industry patterns, and encourage a more 
deliberately adapted decision-making show. 
 
 A final word is the fact over what we don’t know isn’t necessary a complex, most people 
anticipate challenging knowledge by acquiring it firsthand. Organization can only benefit of 
giving the chance to communicate their perspective of the future, I am personally impressed 
over the readiness of individual of the one industry towards AI, while it hardly sounded 
sarcastic from any of the questioned members, all echoed positively to wards a new future. It 
may have been the amount we spent lockdown in seeing how the world has been able to 
adapt despite being lockdown and how mankind was able to achieve millstones such as arrival 
to Planet Mars of which most of the technology integrated predictive data based on live 
acquired data and passed recorded data to move forward with the mission.  
 


